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Nora Roberts, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the epic Year One returns with Of Blood and Bone, a new
tale of terror and magick in a brand new world. They look like an everyday family living an ordinary life. But beyond the
edges of this peaceful farm, unimaginable forces of light and dark have been unleashed. Fallon Swift, approaching her
thirteenth birthday, barely knows the world that existed before—the city where her parents lived, now in ruins and
reclaimed by nature since the Doom sickened and killed billions. Traveling anywhere is a danger, as vicious gangs of
Raiders and fanatics called Purity Warriors search for their next victim. Those like Fallon, in possession of gifts, are
hunted—and the time is coming when her true nature, her identity as The One, can no longer be hidden. In a mysterious
shelter in the forest, her training is about to begin under the guidance of Mallick, whose skills have been honed over
centuries. She will learn the old ways of healing; study and spar; encounter faeries and elves and shifters; and find
powers within herself she never imagined. And when the time is right, she will take up the sword, and fight. For until she
grows into the woman she was born to be, the world outside will never be whole again.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts, Storm Warning is the thrilling novel of one woman’s loving
heart aroused by terrifying suspicion. Back in rural Virginia to take over her aunt’s mountain inn, Autumn Gallagher is
surprised to find the resort so full of guests—and shocked to discover Lucas McLean among them. A writer of
extraordinary depth and talent, Lucas’s way with words won Autumn’s love in a passionate affair that he ended without
warning. Three years later, she’s still drawn to his dark intensity and desires him more than ever. But when a guest’s
dead body is discovered, Lucas becomes the police’s prime suspect. And while Autumn still loves Lucas, she also has
evidence that could convict him of murder...
A conclusion to the series that began with Dark Witch and Shadow Spell traces the forbidden love between Dark Witch
shop owner Branna and world traveler Fin. Original. 2 million first printing.
Margo, Kate, and Laura were brought up like sisters amidst the peerless grandeur of Templeton House, but each grow to
fulfill their own unique destinies in this collection that includes all three novels in the dramatic Dream Trilogy from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. DARING TO DREAM Nora Roberts begins her Dream Trilogy with the story
of Margo, a housekeeper’s daughter who picks up the pieces of a shattered dream to start a new one—with the sisters of
her heart... HOLDING THE DREAM In the second book of Nora Roberts’s Dream Trilogy, the ever practical Kate Powell
finds her career sidetracked by a scandal—one that will teach her the value of family, friendship, and love... FINDING THE
DREAM In the final novel of Nora Roberts’s Dream Trilogy, Laura struggles to mend a broken heart and broken
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family—until someone from her past makes all of her dreams come true...
In this thrilling conclusion to the Sign of Seven trilogy, three women and three men merge their powers to battle the
ultimate evil, proving that friendship, family, love, and passion is much stronger than the looming darkness. Original.
In this enchanting Irish trilogy, bestselling author Nora Roberts brings us to a land filled with magic, music and myth--and
captures the secret dreams and timeless passions of three extraordinary siblings.
Attempting to hide from her past, reclusive glassmaker Maggie Concannon devotes her life to her art, until gallery owner
Rogan Sweeney recognizes her talent and offers to help her build a lucrative career
Nora Roberts' Dream TrilogyPenguin
Fate brings three women together for a chance to unlock their deepest desires in this collection that includes all three novels in the
Key Trilogy from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. Legend has it that the souls of three demigoddesses have
been locked in a box that has three keys. It all seems too bizarre to be true. But the women tasked to find them can't ignore the
promised reward: a million dollars each. KEY OF LIGHT Malory—with her soul of an artist and eye for beauty—must find her key
first. She soon discovers that whatever locked the souls away is dark, powerful, and greedy...and it doesn’t want the women to
win. KEY OF KNOWLEDGE As Dana finds herself on the threshold of major change, it’s her turn to find a key. She has four
weeks to unravel a riddle involving her past, present, and future, and to find the truth hidden among deception and lies. KEY OF
VALOR As a single mother, Zoe has more to risk, more to lose. Now, she must gather all her courage to confront the dark forces
amassed against her to find her key and make all of their dreams come true.
"A Harper has always lived at Harper House, the centuries-old mansion just outside of Memphis. And for as long as anyone alive
remembers, the ghostly Harper Bride has walked the halls, singing lullabies at night... Hayley Phillips came to Memphis hoping for
a new start, for herself and her unborn child. She wasn't looking for a handout from her distant cousin Roz, just a job at her thriving
In the Garden nursery. What she found was a home surrounded by beauty and the best friends she's ever had--including Roz's
son Harper. To Hayley's chagrin, she has begun to dream about Harper--as much more than a friend... If Hayley gives in to her
desire, she's afraid the foundation she's built with Harper will come tumbling down. And that wouldn't be the only consequence,
since her dreams are tangled up with Roz and the nursery. Hayley will have to put the past behind her to know her own heart
again--and to decide whether she's willing to risk it.."-An exclusive Nora Roberts short story. Drawn to a castle in the forests of Ireland, a beautiful young woman becomes the link to a
stranger's past - and the curse that has trapped him for ever in the eternity of his own dreams . . .
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts opens the door to one woman’s search for truth and passion in the first Key
Trilogy novel. Malory Price’s life plan has hit a snag. She’s in danger of losing her job managing an art gallery in Pleasant Valley,
Pennsylvania. A welcome distraction comes in the form of an invitation to a cocktail party at Warrior’s Peak, an infamous estate
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overlooking the town. But no one else she knows has been invited… There are only two other guests: Dana Steele, a librarian, and
Zoe McCourt, a single mother. On the surface, it seems the women have nothing in common, until their mysterious hosts tell them
a story—and offer them a challenge. Legend has it that the souls of three demigoddesses—one an artist, one a bard, and one a
warrior—have been locked in a box that has three keys. Now it’s up to Malory and the others to find the keys. Their reward: a
million dollars each. It all seems too bizarre to be true. But none of them can ignore the financial windfall they stand to gain. And
now Malory—with her soul of an artist and eye for beauty—must find her key first. She soon discovers that whatever locked the souls
away is dark, powerful, and greedy…and it doesn’t want the women to win. Don’t miss the other books in the Key Trilogy Key of
Knowledge Key of Valor
"Determined to reevaluate her life, Jude Murray flees America to take refuge in Faerie Hill Cottage, immersing herself in the study
of Irish folklore and discovering hope for the future of the magical past"--Amazon.com.
Only when Shawn Gallagher mixes his music with magic is he able to see how much tomboy Brenna O'Toole cares about him.
Centering around three courageous women who meet for the first time at a crossroads in their lives, this first installment in a trilogy
follows Stella as she casts aside her fears and finds a special love that she will do anything to protect.
The Stars of Mithra trilogy comes to a gripping conclusion in this classic story from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts! Lieutenant Seth Buchanan is astonished when the beautiful victim of his homicide investigation turns up—very much
alive—at the scene of the murder. Grace Fontaine is keeping secrets, ones that should have killed her, but the notorious heiress
refuses to reveal anything. The cool, controlled cop never lets his feelings get in the way of his job, and with a killer at large, Seth
can’t afford any distractions. But there’s something irresistible about Grace…and eventually Seth finds it hard to remember
there’s any mystery more important to solve than that of Grace herself.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a collection including all four novels in her captivating saga about the lives and
loves of four brothers on the windswept shores of the Chesapeake Bay. SEA SWEPT Cameron Quinn is coming home to say goodbye to the
only father he ever loved. And he’ll have to put his fast-paced life on hold to care for the last lost boy Ray Quinn hoped to save... RISING
TIDES Though not born to the tradition of a waterman, Ethan Quinn has embraced the life. But now, he must face his own dark past to accept
not only who he is but what he hopes to become... INNER HARBOR As Phillip Quinn struggles to draw his new brother into his life, he must
deal with a beautiful woman who has secrets that will affect them all—a woman who needs both his trust and his heart... CHESAPEAKE BLUE
When world-renowned artist Seth Quinn returns to his home on Maryland’s eastern shore, he finds the woman of his dreams. But someone
from his past is determined to destroy his newfound happiness...
In this conclusion to the Key trilogy, three women are united by destiny as Zoe, searching for the Key of Valor, unlocks the mysteries of the
past to save her future. Original.
The final book in the New England-set trilogy that began with Dance Upon the Air and Heaven and Earth.
In a “sexy, suspenseful read,” #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts delivers “a slow-burning fuse of a plot that ultimately
explodes in a nail-biting conclusion.”* Shelby Foxworth lost her husband. Then she lost her illusions… The man who took her from Tennessee
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to an exclusive Philadelphia suburb left her in crippling debt. He was an adulterer and a liar, and when Shelby tracks down his safe-deposit
box, she finds multiple IDs. The man she loved wasn’t just dead. He never really existed. Shelby takes her three-year-old daughter and
heads south to seek comfort in her hometown, where she meets someone new: Griff Lott, a successful contractor. But her husband had
secrets she has yet to discover. Even in this small town, surrounded by loved ones, danger is closer than she knows—and threatens Griff, as
well. And an attempted murder is only the beginning... *Booklist (starred review)
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts unveils the intriguing world of antiques dealing, where an independent woman discovers
the price of breathless desire—and the schemes of an obsessed killer… Dora Conroy has a passion for antiques—and any other rarities she can
acquire for her quaint Philadelphia shop. A seasoned dealer, she knows all the tricks of the trade. But she is unprepared for the deadly
consequences when she purchases a few curiosities at an auction—and unknowingly brings home a priceless cache that makes her the target
of an international criminal. Entwined in a reckless chase, Dora turns to her new neighbor, Jed Skimmerhorn, a cop who’s turned in his
badge—and whose desire for lovely Dora puts him back in the line of fire. Fighting their attraction while falling in love, they find that hidden
riches can have a most ordinary façade. And that possession can be a lethal obsession…
"Ripley Todd just wants to live a quiet, peaceful kind of life. Her job as a sheriff's deputy keeps her busy and happy, and she has no trouble
finding men when she wants them--which, lately, isn't all that often. She's perfectly content, except for one thing: she has special powers that
both frighten and confuse her--and though she tries hard to hide them, she can't get them under control. Distraction soon arrives in the
handsome form of MacAllister Booke--a researcher who's come to investigate the rumors of witchcraft that haunt Three Sisters Island. Right
from the start, he knows there's something extraordinary about Ripley Todd. It's not just her blazing green eyes and her sultry smile. There's
something else. Something he can detect, but she'll never admit. Fascinated by her struggle with her amazing abilities, he becomes
determined to help her accept who she is--and find the courage to open her heart. But before Ripley and Mac can dream of what lies in the
future, they must confront the pain of the past. For Three Sisters shelters centuries of secrets--and a legacy of danger that plagues them
still.."-#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents the electrifying conclusion to her powerful Circle Trilogy. Worlds have collided
and centuries have elapsed as six people have brought their unique powers, their courage, and their hearts to a battle that could drown
humanity in darkness… Her face, so pale when she’d removed her cloak, had bloomed when her hand had taken the sword. Her eyes, so
heavy, so somber, had gone as brilliant as the blade. And had simply sliced through him, keen as a sword, when they’d met his… In the
kingdom of Geall, the scholarly Moira has taken up the sword of her people. Now, as queen, she must prepare her subjects for the greatest
battle they will ever fight—against an enemy more vicious than any they have seen. For Lilith, the most powerful vampire in the world, has
followed the circle of six through time to Geall. Moira also has a personal score to settle. Vampires killed her mother—and now, she is ready to
exact her revenge. But there is one vampire to whom she would trust her soul… Cian was changed by Lilith centuries ago. But now, he stands
with the circle. Without hesitation, he will kill others of his kind—and has earned the respect of sorcerer, witch, warrior, and shape-shifter. But
he wants more than respect from Moira—even though his desire for her makes him vulnerable. For how can a man with an eternity to live love
a woman whose life is sure to end—if not by Lilith’s hand, then by the curse of time? “[Roberts] is one of the best writers in the romance
world.”—The Best Reviews
Collects three novels centered around three members of the Concannon family--Maggie, who is hiding from her past, Brianna, a bed-andPage 4/7
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breakfast owner, and Shannon, who finds true love after searching for her real father.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts continues the thrilling trilogy of a town plagued by evil--and the three men and three
women brought together by fate to fight it. For Fox, Caleb, Gage and the other residents of Hawkins Hollow, the number seven portends
doom--ever since, as boys, they freed a demon trapped for centuries when their blood spilled upon The Pagan Stone... Now, as the dreaded
seventh month looms before them, the men can feel the storm brewing. Already they are plagued by visions of death and destruction. But this
year, they are better prepared, joined in their battle by three women who have come to The Hollow. Layla, Quinn, and Cybil are somehow
connected to the demon, just as the men are connected to the force that trapped it. Since that day at The Pagan Stone, town lawyer Fox has
been able to see into others' minds, a talent he shares with Layla. He must earn her trust, because their link will help fight the darkness that
threatens to engulf the town. But Layla is having trouble coming to terms with her newfound ability--and this intimate connection to Fox. She
knows that once she opens her mind, she'll have no defenses against the desire that threatens to consume them both... Don't miss the other
books in the Sign of Seven Trilogy Blood Brothers The Pagan Stone
When professional house-sitter Lila Emerson witnesses a murder/suicide from her current apartment-sitting job, life as she knows it takes a
dramatic turn. Suddenly, the woman with no permanent ties finds herself almost wishing for one. Artist Ashton Archer knows his brother isn't
capable of violence--against himself or others. He recruits Lila, the only eyewitness, to help him uncover what happened. Ash longs to paint
her as intensely as he hungers to touch her. But their investigation draws them into a rarefied circle where priceless antiques are bought,
sold, gambled away, and stolen, where what you possess is who you are, and where what you desire becomes a deadly obsession.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts masterfully evokes the quaint charm of New England in this collection that includes all
three novels in the Three Sisters Island Trilogy—stories of friendships made and hearts lost, of legends, lovers, and longing... DANCE UPON
THE AIR Careful to conceal her true identity, Nell Channing takes a job as a cook at the local bookstore café—and begins to explore her
feelings for the island sheriff, Zack Todd. But there is a part of herself she can never reveal to him. One careless word, one misplaced
confidence, and the new life she’s so carefully created could shatter completely. HEAVEN AND EARTH Right from the start, researcher
MacAllister Booke knows there’s something extraordinary about sheriff’s deputy Ripley Todd. Fascinated by her struggle with her amazing
abilities, he becomes determined to help her accept who she is—and find the courage to open her heart. FACE THE FIRE Mia Devlin knows
what it’s like to love with your whole heart—and then watch your love walk away. Angry, hurt and deeply confused, Mia refuses to admit that a
passion for Sam Logan still burns up her heart. But she’ll need his help—and his powers—to face her greatest, most terrifying challenge.
In the second volume in Roberts' paranormal Circle Trilogy, the Circle of Six prepare to battle for their lives--and their hearts--against the one
vampire determined to rule the earth. Original.
A new epic of love and war among gods and humans, from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Awakening. The world of
magick and the world of man have long been estranged from one another. But some can walk between the two—including Breen Siobhan
Kelly. She has just returned to Talamh, with her friend, Marco, who’s dazzled and disoriented by this realm—a place filled with dragons and
faeries and mermaids (but no WiFi, to his chagrin). In Talamh, Breen is not the ordinary young schoolteacher he knew her as. Here she is
learning to embrace the powers of her true identity. Marco is welcomed kindly by her people—and by Keegan, leader of the Fey. Keegan has
trained Breen as a warrior, and his yearning for her has grown along with his admiration of her strength and skills. But one member of
Breen’s bloodline is not there to embrace her. Her grandfather, the outcast god Odran, plots to destroy Talamh—and now all must unite to
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defeat his dark forces. There will be losses and sorrows, betrayal and bloodshed. But through it, Breen Siobhan Kelly will take the next step
on the journey to becoming all that she was born to be.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Year One and Of Blood and Bone concludes her stunning new trilogy praised as “A match for
end-of-the-world classics like Stephen King’s The Stand.” After the sickness known as the Doom destroyed civilization, magick has become
commonplace, and Fallon Swift has spent her young years learning its ways. Fallon cannot live in peace until she frees those who have been
preyed upon by the government or the fanatical Purity Warriors, endlessly hunted or locked up in laboratories, brutalized for years on end.
She is determined to save even those who have been complicit with this evil out of fear or weakness—if, indeed, they can be saved.
Strengthened by the bond she shares with her fellow warrior, Duncan, Fallon has already succeeded in rescuing countless shifters and elves
and ordinary humans. Now she must help them heal—and rediscover the light and faith within themselves. For although from the time of her
birth, she has been The One, she is still only one. And as she faces down an old nemesis, sets her sights on the enemy’s stronghold, and
pursues her destiny—to finally restore the mystical shield that once protected them all—she will need an army behind her...
Living at a Virginia horse farm with the mother she had never known, Kelsey Byden becomes involved with a high-stakes gambler who raises
troubling questions about her mother's past
Seeking to rebuild his life, ex-Baltimore cop Nate Burke takes a job as Chief of Police in the tiny, remote Alaskan town of Lunacy, where he
comes face to face with the independent Meg Galloway, an unsolved fifteen-year-old crime, and someone who will do anything to keep the
truth from being revealed. Reprint.
The riveting novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Liar. "She stood in the deep, dark woods, breath shallow and cold
prickling over her skin despite the hot, heavy air. She took a step back, then two, as the urge to run fell over her." Naomi Bowes lost her
innocence the night she followed her father into the woods. In freeing the girl trapped in the root cellar, Naomi revealed the horrible extent of
her father's crimes and made him infamous. No matter how close she gets to happiness, she can't outrun the sins of Thomas David Bowes.
Now a successful photographer living under the name Naomi Carson, she has found a place that calls to her, a rambling old house in need of
repair, thousands of miles away from everything she's ever known. Naomi wants to embrace the solitude, but the kindly residents of Sunrise
Cove keep forcing her to open up--especially the determined Xander Keaton. Naomi can feel her defenses failing, and knows that the
connection her new life offers is something she's always secretly craved. But the sins of her father can become an obsession, and, as she's
learned time and again, her past is never more than a nightmare away.
Where there had been order, there was now chaos. The sickness came on suddenly, and spread quickly. Within weeks, everything people
counted on began to fail them. As the power of science and technology receded, magic rose up in its place. In a world of survivors where
every stranger encountered could be either a savage or a saviour, none of them knows exactly where they are heading, or why. But a
purpose awaits them that will shape their lives and the lives of all those who remainches Print run 1,000,000.
When her marriage ends in a divorce that leaves her emotionally and financially devastated, Laura Templeton, the daughter of a wealthy
hotelier, decides to rebuild her life without the help of the Templeton fortune
A canine Search and Rescue volunteer fights danger and finds love in the Pacific Northwest wilderness in this riveting #1 New York Times
bestseller from Nora Roberts. To most people, Fiona Bristow seems to have an idyllic life—a quaint house on an island off Seattle’s coast, a
thriving dog-training school and a challenging volunteer job performing Canine Search and Rescue. But Fiona got to this point by surviving a
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nightmare: an encounter with the Red Scarf Killer, who shot and killed Fiona’s cop fiancé and his K-9 partner. On Orcas Island, Fiona has
found the peace and solitude necessary to rebuild her life with her three loyal Labs. But all that changes on the day intensely private wood
artist Simon Doyle barrels up her drive with an out-of-control puppy, desperate for her help. As Fiona embarks on training Jaws, and Simon
begins to appreciate both dog and trainer, the past tears back into Fiona’s life. A copycat killer has emerged out of the shadows, a man
whose bloodlust has been channeled by a master with one motive: to reclaim the woman who slipped out of his hands...
Enjoying a spell of peace and quiet when a harsh winter storm chases visitors away from her bed-and-breakfast, Brianna Concannon
anticipates the arrival of Grayson Thane, an American mystery writer with a painful past.
Eve Dallas, a New York police lieutenant, is in over her head when she breaks the rules and falls in love with a suspect in her most recent
case. Reissue.
From beloved author Nora Roberts comes the #1 New York Times bestseller about shattering loss and shocking discovery—set in a small
town nestled in the Blue Ridge Mountains… When five-thousand-year-old human bones are found at a construction site in the small town of
Woodsboro, the news draws archaeologist Callie Dunbrook out of her sabbatical and into a whirlwind of adventure, danger, and romance.
While overseeing the dig, she must try to make sense of a cloud of death and misfortune that hangs over the project—fueling rumors that the
site is cursed. She must cope with the presence of her irritating—but irresistible—ex-husband, Jake. And when a stranger claims to know a
secret about her privileged Boston childhood, she must question her own past as well...
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts introduces an unforgettable thief in a new novel of suspense, greed, love, and survival...
Harry Booth started stealing at nine to keep a roof over his ailing mother’s head, slipping into luxurious, empty homes at night to find items
he could trade for precious cash. When his mother finally succumbed to cancer, he left Chicago—but kept up his nightwork. Wandering from
the Outer Banks to Savannah to New Orleans, he dons new identities and stays careful, observant, distant. He can’t afford to attract
attention—or get attached. Still, he can’t help letting his guard down when he meets Miranda Emerson. But the powerful bond between them
cannot last—because not all thieves follow Harry’s code of honor. Some pay others to take risks so they can hoard more treasures. Some are
driven by a desire to own people the way they own paintings and jewels. And after Harry takes a lucrative job commissioned by Carter
LaPorte, LaPorte sees a tool he can use, and decides he wants to own Harry. The man is a predator more frightening than the alligators that
haunt the bayou—and when he strongarms Harry into robbing a Baltimore museum, Harry abandons Miranda—cruelly, with no
explanation—and disappears. But no matter what name he uses or where he goes, LaPorte casts a shadow over Harry’s life. To truly free
himself, he must face down his enemy once and for all. Only then can he hope to possess something more valuable than anything he has
ever stolen...
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